l Introduction. Let G be a group and Sf & Borel G-space with a σ-fϊnite quasi-invariant measure a. We shall denote by l}{β?> a) the space of complex measures absolutely continuous with respect to a and by L\{βf, a) C L ι {%?, a) the subspace of probability measures. For g G G and μ € L\{$?, a) we shall write gμ for the measure (gμ)(A) = μ(g~ιA). The action of G on (Jf, a) is called approximately transitive (AT) if for every pair u\, ι>2E L\ (3?, a) and every β > 0 there exists v € L\(βf' 9 a) such that the total variation norm distances between z//, / = 1,2, and the convex hull co(GV) of the orbit Gv are both less than ε. The concept of approximate transitivity was introduced by Connes and Woods [1] to provide a necessary and sufficient condition for an approximately finite dimensional von Neumann factor to be ITPFI (AT characterizes the flow of weights of ITPFI factors). Connes and Woods also observed [2] that the group action on the Poisson boundary of a (not necessarily stationary) random walk on a locally compact second countable group is approximately transitive. They showed that in the case G = E 115 or G = Z every AT standard Borel G-space can be represented as a Poisson boundary. This characterization of AT actions can be extended to countable amenable groups [4] (for countable nonamenable G, amenable approximately transitive actions can be represented as Poisson boundaries [4] ). Elementary examples of AT actions are homogeneous spaces of locally compact second countable groups and ergodic rotations on second countable compact abelian groups; certain diίfeomorphisms of the circle are also known to be AT [7] . For actions of Z preserving a finite invariant measure AT implies zero entropy [1] . Every AT action is ergodic.
The present paper is concerned with the following strong version of approximate transitivity. We shall say that a Borel G-space with a σ-finite quasi-invariant measure a is strongly approximately transitive (SAT) if there exists a probability measure v e L\ (βf, α) such that the convex hull co(Gv) is dense in L\ {βf, a) with respect to the total variation norm. A measure v with such property will be called a SAT measure. It is obvious that strong approximate transitivity implies approximate transitivity. Ergodic rotations on uncountable compact abelian groups are elementary examples of approximately transitive actions that are not strongly approximately transitive.
A SAT measure v will be called trivial if for every Borel set A, v{A) is either 0 or 1. Obviously, every countable transitive G-space admits trivial SAT measures and it is easy to see that it does not admit nontrivial ones. However, some uncountable transitive G-spaces admit nontrivial SAT measures. E.g., for the transitive action of the ax + b group on R every absolutely continuous probability measure is SAT. The transitive action of SL(2, R) on the circle S also admits nontrivial absolutely continuous SAT measures. It turns out that nontrivial SAT measures cannot exist in the presence of a σ-finite invariant measure. We show that if G acts with a σ-finite invariant measure a then {βf, a) is SAT if and only if a is purely atomic; i.e., (βf ,OL) is, essentially, a countable transitive G-space. Henceforth, G-spaces {β?, α) where a is purely atomic will be referred to as purely atomic.
As mentioned above, approximate transitivity is a property of boundaries of (not necessarily stationary) random walks on G. Strong approximate transitivity turns out to be a property of boundaries of stationary random walks. We demonstrate the significance of this property by showing that the Choquet-Deny theorem is a direct consequence of the fact that certain groups do not admit nonatomic SAT actions. The boundaries also provide many examples of nonatomic SAT actions.
Let μ be a probability measure on a countable group G. An ele-
It is well known that every //-harmonic functions can be represented as a bounded Borel function on a certain boundary space [9, 10] . More precisely, there exists a Borel G-space 3? with a σ-finite quasiinvariant measure a and an equivariant isometric isomorphism Φ of L°°(%?', a) onto the space %? of //-harmonic functions. It is easy to see that Φ is necessarily given by
where p € L\ (βf, a) is a probability measure such that μ * p = p. The fact that Φ is an isometry implies (via Proposition 2.2) that p is a SAT measure. The basic well-known realization of the μ-boundary (βf, α, p) is obtained as follows. Consider the right random walk of law μ on G. Let 8? -Π^Lo ^ ^e ^e s P ace °f paths with the Borel structure given by the invariant (stationary) σ-algebra of the random walk and let a denote the Markov measure on 3? defined by μ and a starting probability measure equivalent to the counting measure on G. Equip %? with the G-action g{ω n }™ =0 = {gω n }%L 0 . %? becomes then a Borel G-space and a is a quasi-invariant measure. By the basic theory of Markov chains, L°°{%?, α) is isometrically G-isomorphic to the space %f of //-harmonic functions [ [5, 8] . However, certain amenable groups admit adapted measures μ that are not Choquet-Deny [8] . Thus nonatomic SAT actions exist for every nonamenable G and also for some amenable G.
By the classical Choquet-Deny theorem, for abelian G the boundary measure p is trivial for every μ. The most general class of countable groups for which the Choquet-Deny theorem is known to remain true (without any restriction on μ) is the class of almost nilpotent groups (G is almost nilpotent if it contains a nilpotent subgroup of finite index). We show that for these groups a result stronger than the Choquet-Deny theorem holds, namely, countable almost nilpotent groups do not admit nonatomic SAT actions.
Finally, we point out a connection between existence of nonatomic SAT actions and the growth of G. Recall that G is said to have polynomial growth if for every finite set F c G there exists a positive integer r such that the sequence \F n \/n r , n = 1,2,..., is bounded, where \F n \ denotes the cardinality of F n . By a theorem of Gromov [6] , every finitely generated group of polynomial growth is almost nilpotent. Thus groups of polynomial growth do not admit nonatomic SAT actions. This result can be sharpened in the solvable case. Using a result of Rosenblatt [11] we show that a finitely generated solvable group has polynomial growth if and only if it does not admit nonatomic SAT actions. with p{K) > 1 -ε. Our corollary will be proven when we show that every contractible p e L\{2?) is a SAT measure.
Let p e L\{%?) be contractible. Define 31:
Contractibility of p implies that \\&f\\ = \\f\\ for every continuous / G L°°(βf).
By Proposition 2.2(c) we must prove that \\3ίf\\ = ||/|| for all / e LP°(βf). Let {l/*}^ be a neighbourhood base at e e G, and let ε π be an absolutely continuous probability measure on G such that ε n (U n ) -1. For every / e the functions = ί f(gx)e n (dg), and / Π (Λ)= ί(&f)(gh)ε n (dg) 9 heG, JG are continuous, ||/ π || < ||/||, ||/ Λ || < \\3lf\\, and f n = ^/ π . Hence, ||/ π || = ||/ rt || < \\3lf\\. But / n converges weakly* to /. Since the ball {F e L°°(^); \\F\\ < \\3?f\\} is weakly* closed, it follows that 11/11 < IWH. Since 31 is a contraction we have ||/|| = \3ίf\. D
We shall say that an ergodic G-space %? with a σ-finite quasiinvariant measure a is purely atomic if a is purely atomic (i.e., every Borel set of nonzero measure contains an atom of a). When the Borel structure of Sf is countably separated, purely atomic actions are, of course, those with countable conull orbits. It is easy to see that {%?, a) is purely atomic if and only if L\(βf) contains a trivial (0-1) SAT measure. When (β?, α) is purely atomic it admits only trivial SAT measures (carried on single atoms of a). PROPOSITION 
Every SAT action with a σ-finite G-invariant measure a is purely atomic.
Proof. Let p be a SAT measure. By the absolute continuity of p there is ε > 0 such that p{E) < 1/2 whenever a{E) < ε. Suppose that a is not purely atomic. Then there exists a Borel set E with 0 < a(E) < ε. Since a is G-invariant we have that (gp)(E) = Proof. An ergodic rotation on an uncountable second countable compact abelian group is an approximately transitive Z-action with a nonatomic invariant measure. D 3. Strong approximate transitivity and polynomial growth. PROPOSITION 
(0-2 law). Let %? be a Borel G-space with a σf inite quasi-invariant measure a. If p e L\(βf) is a SAT measure then for every g € G the number a(g) = sup \\h~ιghp-p\\ heG is either 0 or 2.
Proof. Consider the action of G on L°°{%?). For a given g e G either gf = / for all / e L°°{%f) or there exists / e L°°{8f) with gf φ /. In the first case, for every h e G and / e L°°(%?) we have (ghp,f) = (hp, g~ιf) = (hp,f) 9 i.e., ghp = hp and, consequently, \\h~ιghp -p\\ = \\ghp -hp\\ = 0 and a(g) = 0. Consider the second case. Since simple functions are dense in LP°(βf) there must exist a Borel set A such that gχA φ XA (mod a). Consequently, a(A Δ gA) Φ 0 where Δ denotes the symmetric difference. Thus either a(gA -A) Φ 0 or a(A -gA) Φ 0. In the first case put C = gA -A, and in the second put C = A -gA. In either case a(C) φ 0 and CngC = 0. Define φ e L\{β?) by g = a(C)" ι χ c (x) (we can assume that α(C) < oo). Then \\gφ -φ\\ = 2. But p is a SAT measure. Therefore, by Proposition 2.2(b) for a given ε>0 we can find heG with (hp)(C) = p(h~ιC) > l-e/4. Since C and gC are disjoint, (hρ)(gC) < e/4. But C and g^C are also disjoint; therefore (ghp)(C) = (hρ)(g~ιC) < ε/4. Consequently, from the definition of the total variation norm,
\\h~xghp -ill = \\ghp -Ml > \(ghp)(gC) -(hp)(gC)\ + \{ghp){C) -(hp)(C)\ > (ghp)(gC) + (hp)(C) -(hp)(gC) -(ghp)(C) = 2{hp){C) -(hp)(gC) -(ghp)(C) >2-ε.
Since ε is arbitrary, the proof is complete. D With a denoting the counting measure on G/H and β a σ-finite quasi-invariant measure on p', the measure axβ is a cr-finite quasiinvariant measure on G/H x γ ^. In the next lemma SH denotes the point measure on G/H concentrated in the coset H. LEMMA 
For every v e L\($f) the measure p = δπ x v is a SAT measure on G/H x γ y if and only if v is a SAT measure on
Proof. Suppose v is a SAT measure, and let A be a Borel set with 
?). Then (β?, a) is isomorphic to a skew product y x γ (H/K), where $f is a G-space with a σ-finite quasi-invariant measure β, H acts trivially on ψ, and γ is an (H/K)-valued cocycle.
Proof. Let p: %? -+ H/K be given by p(x) = ξ when x G 2%. Let K : H/K -> H be a cross section of the canonical homomoφhism π: H -+ H/K, such that ιc(A:) = e. Note that κ(p(x))~ιx e 8f κ for all x e & 9 and p(hx) = Ap( c) fovheH and x G ^. Set J/ = ^, /? = the restriction of a to φ. Define F\2r -*y by jp(x) = ^(^(x))" 1^: . As (z is countable, it follows that F is a Borel map of Sf onto |^. Furthermore, F(x) = JC for x G ^ = y, and jp(/zx) = x for x G ^ and heH. Moreover, Fa~ β.
Let g', g S G, XE^. Since // is central, we have F(gx) ). It follows that the formula g y = F(gy) defines a G-action on p" such that h y = y for heH, y e y, and F(gx) = g F(x) for g e G and xe/. The measure /? is quasi-invariant under this action. Set γ(g , y) = p(gy), geG,yey.γ is then a (///^)-valued cocycle.
Define φ\ Sf -+ y x γ (H/K) by φ(x) = (F(x),p(x) ).
It easily follows that φ is an equivariant Borel isomorphism (with inverse φ~ι(y,ζ) = κ(ξ)y). Moreover, φa ~ β x μ where μ is the counting measure on H/K. Thus ^ and y x γ (H/K) are indeed isomorphic.
• Recall that by Gromov's theorem [6] every finitely generated group of polynomial growth contains a nilpotent subgroup of finite index. 
n-+oo
Note that μ n is a sequence of probability measures carried on S. We can consider these measures as means on S. The set of means is weakly * compact. It follows that every weak * cluster point of the sequence μ n is a left invariant mean on S. Since S is not amenable we arrive at a contradiction. Thus (c) implies (a). D
